Ensure the success of your enterprise mobility or intelligent edge solutions by effectively integrating them with your existing systems

You can see the benefits of using data at the edge of your network and putting enterprise mobility in your associates’ hand. You can see how insights from this data and better productivity could transform your operations, customer service and increase revenues. You’re ready to implement an intelligent edge solution or modern enterprise mobility application. But there’s a problem. How do you integrate that new solution into your existing business systems?

Acquiring the unique software skills to fully integrate an intelligent edge solution or optimize the next generation of mobility can be a challenge and put your whole solution at risk. Re-training IT staff can mean project delays and higher costs. Meanwhile, legacy enterprise mobile devices and business workflows present additional challenges.

Software Integration is a Zebra Signature Service that helps you integrate new solutions into your existing systems. It also creates an app pathway that enables you to overcome integration issues relating to your enterprise mobile technologies. By calling upon skilled developers, UX architects, and new techniques, Software Integration will shorten the time it takes to go from concept to value.

Accelerate returns from your edge-data
To start making use of the intelligence at the edge of your network, you’ll need to integrate your edge-data solution quickly and efficiently. Software Integration saves the time, effort, and risk that can come with doing this in-house. It combines the latest expertise in mobility, edge-data technology, and business logic workflow with software system integration best practices to prepare your project for day one.

Rely on an industry leader
Software Integration is a Zebra Signature Service. This means you gain access to over 40 years of innovation in connected edge devices and unrivalled IP in this area. Zebra understands precisely what is required to quickly integrate an intelligent edge solution and Software Integration has been designed to give you everything you need.

End-to-end project coverage
With individual Software Integration offerings you can cover all bases of your project. Application Consulting identifies what you need to do now and into the future. Application Services support your custom app development, integration, and migration. Integration Connectors & Applets develop cost-effective software components for specific functions. Software Lifecycle Management provides on-going technical support. While Printer Software Services ensure you make the most of your enterprise print investment.

For more information, visit www.zebra.com/signature or access our global contact directory at www.zebra.com/contact
Why Zebra?
At Zebra, we recognize that for businesses to compete they must become as smart and connected as the world we live in. While other providers focus on their own products, we focus on your business priorities. Software Integration is just one example of how we do this. It solves one of the biggest challenges when your business is looking to implement new intelligent edge solutions quickly and effectively.

Glance: Software Integration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Business Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Application Consulting** | Leverages Zebra’s broad and deep expertise to plan an overall enterprise mobile application strategy. This includes the design of modern screen layouts and functionality as well as troubleshooting and resolving specific issues with existing custom applications.  
This also develops an individualized enterprise mobile application roadmap that clearly defines where you need to be in 3-5 years and what steps to take next. | Presents a 3-5 year roadmap for your enterprise mobile apps.  
Optimizes new and existing business processes.  
Lowers risk from your software integration projects. |
| **Application Services** | Zebra offers end-to-end enterprise mobile and edge-data application development services.  
Covering everything start-to-finish—from UX design and development to rewriting and integrating into your IT environment, as well as application migration to a new and improved operating system. | Fulfills business needs by accelerating the time to implement new software.  
Cuts internal costs and allows your IT team to focus on its core skillsets.  
Minimizes risk for enterprise mobility and edge-data solution projects with Zebra’s domain expertise. |
| **Integration Connectors & Applets** | A set of existing Zebra reusable software components that can be leveraged in your specific application, including ‘connectors’ for Zebra Solutions and ‘applets’ for specific functional areas.  
Includes licensing existing production-tested IP to rapidly accelerate the time to production. | Leverages existing project source code with migration services to cut costs and optimize legacy code use.  
Reduces future project risk and speeds up time to delivery. |
| **Software Lifecycle Management** | Provides lifecycle management of custom source code with engineering-level resources to support pre and post go-live activities, as well as ongoing software maintenance. | Expert support for maintaining software.  
Proactive and reactive support for all software lifecycle management needs. |
| **Printer Software Services** | Simplifies your printer solution, with software customizations, printer management, printer migration and lifecycle support services. | Efficiently manages printer operations with real-time, centralized visibility.  
Optimizes and customizes printer settings for unique business operations. |

Overcome complexity and integrate your new edge-data solution software faster – only with Software Integration

For more information, visit www.zebra.com/signature